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White
Good Evening.  Justice should be blind, they say, but how do blind people get on if they try to administer it?  We'll be looking at some of the problems faced by visually impaired magistrates, and how they overcome them. And scanning on the cheap - we'll be looking at an example where high tech meets low tech. 

Now until 2001 you couldn't be a magistrate in England and Wales if you had a serious sight problem.  This, despite the fact that there were quite a high number of visually impaired solicitors, a few barristers, and even the odd blind judge. Amongst the objections given were that there would be a great deal of visual evidence to consider and that we couldn't see the demeanour of defendants, plaintiffs and witnesses.  But in that year, after a trial run of would-be magistrates overseen by the then Lord Chancellor Lord Irvine, the rules were changed and there are now more than 60 visually impaired JPs on local benches. But that doesn't mean everything's been plain sailing and recently we were contacted by Harry Taylor, who told us about the difficulties he was having in getting the equipment he needed to do his work, and with attitudes of some of the lawyers, officials and colleagues he had to deal with. Harry has subsequently lodged an official complaint about his treatment and has received legal advice not to discuss it with us.  But we have been talking to two serving visually impaired magistrates about the nature of the job and the kind of difficulties which can arise. 

Ian Pearson's been a magistrate pretty much from the start and he now chairs courts in South Yorkshire.  Paul Millross was sworn in last May in Sussex.  Well I first asked Ian Pearson why he had wanted to do it. 

Pearson
Because I wanted to put back into the community and I felt that I had quite an interest in trying to improve society so I thought being a magistrate was a good way forward.

White
Okay.  And Paul Millross, what about you?

Millross
I originally wanted to be a judge and in this country you can’t actually train to be a judge, you have to progress through the legal system and be recommended by your peers etc.  So I thought well if I dip my toe in the water and became a magistrate maybe if I enjoyed it then I would go on and look at maybe studying law but thought it was quite a good introduction to start off with.

White
So staying with you Paul, I mean is there a vetting process?

Millross
It’s quite a long process actually and I think between me getting the application form and actually being sworn in was about two years.  And you have to, first of all, do three observations in a court room, you then fill in your application form, then you get invited to interview, if you go through that you’re then invited to a second interview and obviously then you’re sworn in if you’re successful.

White
And how much of this process had to do with your visual impairment, were you asked questions about that and whether it would impinge on you doing the job?

Millross
Not at all, in fact I was never asked a question about my visual impairment.  I, at my interview, did ask can you see any problem with me being visually impaired in becoming a magistrate and the answer was always an affirmative no.

White
Okay.  Ian Pearson you’ve been a magistrate longer than Paul, just explain what actually happens in the courtroom, what is the set up, who’s there?

Pearson
The senior magistrate, the chair, sits in the middle and then you have two wingers.  You have the prosecutor, you have the defence, you have the defendant, you have the clerk of the court, you have probation and you have visitors if appropriate and the press as well.

White
So what are wingers, I only know that as a footballing term?

Pearson
They are there to support the magistrate who is the chair, the person who sits in the middle, who makes the pronouncement by giving them advice, pointing out things.

White
So from your point of view what happens if you’re presented with visual evidence actually during the hearing?

Pearson
It happens quite often.  I’m very fortunate that I’ve got staff that actually describe it to me or my wingers describe it to me or on occasions it may even be the defence or the prosecution or even the police that do it in open court.

White
And does that ever cause a problem – I mean some of those documents might be quite long I guess?

Pearson
Yes some of them can be eight or nine pages but to date it’s never caused a problem.  There may be some differences of opinion but that’s the whole point in having it done in open court is that if there is a discrepancy for somebody to say actually that’s not what we said or what have you.

Millross
I’ve been quite fortunate in a way where some of the legal advisors will actually read out letters to the court because most of those are handwritten which are incredibly difficult to read and read at speed.

White
And how much background work do you need to do to prepare for cases?

Millross
You won’t know what the cases are until the day you arrive at court, when you get your list, probably about half an hour before court begins, you then go into a retiring room, the legal advisor comes in, you have a brief discussion about what the charge is, any progress in the case to date and then you’re literally into the courtroom and you’re getting on with it.

White
Up to now that all sounds fine, the procedures you’ve both been dealing with and you obviously have found ways of getting round most of the difficulties that you might have been faced with.  But you have been telling us and we’ve heard from other people that it isn’t always plain sailing.  Paul, you’ve encountered some problems I think, tell us about them.

Millross
Mainly the problems have come from attitudes and discrimination really.  The court staff have been incredibly great, they’ve put Braille signs around the building, they’ve transcribed my sentencing guidelines into Braille.  There is an ongoing problem with reasonable adjustments, it has been referred to their occupational health people.  I think part of the problem is that I’m the first visually impaired magistrate in Sussex and so obviously they don’t have a model to fall back on.  However, it’s taking an incredibly long time but you still have to sit and you still have to do your work even though you don’t have the reasonable adjustments in place.

White
And this might be reading equipment…

Millross
Yes, magnifying equipment, lighting.

White
But Paul I think the difficulties that you’ve really had haven’t been so much about equipment, they’ve been more indefinable haven’t they really?

Millross
They have yes, and I think it’s been quite shocking really I’ve found to come across this kind of attitude and discrimination within the judiciary.  We swear a judicial oath right at the very, very beginning where we’re told we cannot prejudge defendants, we cannot treat people differently and yet I’d like to be treated equally across the bench.

White
Give me an impression of the sort of thing that you’re finding difficult and that feels discriminatory to you?

Millross
The big one was my appointment was actually questioned – we don’t understand how a visually impaired person has been appointed because if 85% of communication is non-verbal how is a visually impaired magistrate going to be effective on 15%?  I tried to rectify this locally and ask the people who were making the comments to come and talk to me so that we could have an open dialogue, I even put a notice in the bench notices saying we now have a visually impaired colleague, feel free to talk about blindness, anything you want to ask.  And yet the comments just continued in the retiring room.

White
And this was being said – when you say the retiring room, so it was being made by fellow magistrates?

Millross
Yes, yes.

White
You see it ought to be possible to do something about this and we’ve got a statement from the judicial office and they say: “The judicial grievance policy provides a structured procedure to enable judicial officer holders, including magistrates, to raise and resolve complaints about the way they’ve been treated by another judicial office holder”, and it goes on to say, “the equal treatment bench book gives details of how judicial office holders, including magistrates, should treat individuals from minority groups including those with a disability”.  Shouldn’t that give you the means by which to deal with this sort of thing?

Millross
Absolutely and we had some bench training at our meeting last Thursday about how to treat people with mental illnesses and mental disabilities and making reasonable adjustments.  The court is compelled by law to make reasonable adjustments, well needless to say I was sitting there with a huge grin on my face thinking this is very appropriate isn’t it.

White
But Ian I think you act as chair of your court, it doesn’t sound therefore as if you’ve been discriminated against, not in the process anyway.

Pearson
Sometimes dealing with prosecutors or defence lawyers who because it’s on video tape and is being recorded by cameras they seem to think that I won’t understand somebody giving me a description of a shop or somebody sticking a bottle of alcohol down their trousers on film.  I can imagine yet we’ve got certain defence lawyers have problems not because I’m blind but because when they’re putting up defence I can actually point out that what they’re saying is wrong because they’re trying to portray somebody else who has a disability who’s a defendant in a way that’s totally untrue and any disabled person would know that.

White
Paul, I mean we have talked to some magistrates who seem to feel everything’s fine, everyone’s helpful, their problems are being solved – how much is this down to individual responsibility to get assistance and the inevitable variability of human beings I guess?

Millross
As I said I tried to resolve it locally with the people who were making the comments but unfortunately they didn’t want to engage.  Hopefully these are just sort of teething problems, we can get over them and as long as they’re dealt with properly then that’s all I can hope for.

White
Paul Millross and Ian Pearson thank you both very much. 

So clearly some confusion, even amongst magistrates themselves, about where to go if they need help and support. The Magistrates Association have told us that they are publishing a survey into the situation of disabled magistrates, which would of course include those with a visual impairment. Meanwhile, the body responsible for the administration of the magistracy, the HM Courts and Tribunal Service, told us this in a statement:

HM Courts and Tribunal Service Statement
HM Courts and Tribunal Service is committed to diversity and equality for our partners, staff and customers.  Staff are required to undertake mandatory equality and diversity awareness training and the promotion of equality and diversity issues to staff is embedded in our processes.  Any complaint made about a member of staff will be investigated by the relevant manager.

And in reply to a direct question from us about who should assist visually impaired magistrates who needed specific equipment to help them carry out their duties we were told:

It would be for HM Courts and Tribunals Service to procure the equipment.

So that sounds pretty clear-cut, doesn't it? We will watch Mr Taylor's case with interest. 

And as that item shows all too clearly, ready access to information in print remains one of the main barriers to blind and partially sighted people, not just doing a job, but trying to live independently. A letter comes through the letterbox in the morning and you have to wait for family, friends or a social care professional to tell you what it says. It’s true that using a combination of a scanner and text-to-speech technology - the ability to read text electronically - has been around for more than 30 years, and even more recently there’s been an option for a mobile phone.  But solutions are often complex and certainly expensive and therefore not an option unless you have at least a few hundred pounds going spare. 

But once again, the smartphone may have come to the rescue. One of our regular tech watchers Ian Macrae has been telling me about a solution which combines high and low tech. 

Macrae
There are a number of these OCR – optical character recognition – apps which are available both for the IOS Apple devices and for android smartphones, such as those made by Google and Samsung, among others.  And among these there’s one called Text Grabber, there’s another called Text Detective and there’s the rather whimsically named Text Fairy.  So the best thing to do is to just do a search for OCR with your usually app provider but be careful because not all of the ones which come up from that research will be able to work with your phone’s screen reader and that’s essentially what happens is – these apps, once installed on your phone, they all use your phone’s camera to take a picture of the document that you want to read and then they turn it into text, which can be read either by the app itself or by your phone’s screen reader.

Now I chose one called Prismo for three reasons.  Basically firstly it was available for my iPhone, which is what I use.  Secondly, it said specifically that it had been configured to work with the Apple screen reader voiceover and thirdly a lot of blind people on e-mail lists and other discussion forums had said it was particularly good.

White
What does it do?

Macrae
Here we have a document, which happens to be a page of my son’s homework, he was asked to rewrite the script for Hamlet in a contemporary version, which he did on the computer over the weekend and I, being a studious dad, wanted to see what he’d made of it.

Phone speaking
Take a picture.  Result……

Now given that it’s all – it’s in a bit of West London street the results are, you know, they’re not perfect but they’re pretty good, you can get a decent idea.

White
Now one of the problems I can foresee with this, surely, is going to be holding the phone straight and focusing the camera.

Macrae
Yeah that may have been the problem there that I did that freehand.  But as always with these things somebody has come up with a relatively low tech solution to that and it’s called the Giraffe Reader because like the footballer, Jack Charlton, who also had that nickname, it has a long neck.

White
Okay, so just explain what you would do with that then.

Macrae
It folds out into sort of three separate hinged sections and then quite intuitively it seems to find its own shape and it just snaps in.  And now we have…

White
It’s suddenly a box.

Macrae
Exactly, on the bottom here there’s a baseplate and then if you follow the neck, which is about 30 centimetres high, on the top there is a platform, so we get Prismo up on the phone, we place the phone on top of the giraffe and then we put Scott’s homework underneath, there we go, and then we’ll shoot a picture and see whether we get any better results.

Talking Phone

White
So there it is again.

Macrae
There it is again, all that West London street.

White
Now where would you really imagine this being most useful?

Macrae
I’m forever turning up to meetings and discover that the papers that I was supposed to have in advance haven’t been circulated, I would just take a picture of the paper and read what was there.

White
But in the real world can you honestly see somebody going to quite a lot of trouble say in a restaurant to set up a stand to read a menu or something like that?

Macrae
I suppose you’ve got to be quite unselfconscious to do that.

White
Of course with these kind of things there are always some things they don’t read, in this case what’s that?

Macrae
Well it seems that the two kind of Holy Grails in this area are handwriting and something which a lot of blind people seem to want which is the labels on food packaging.  And Prismo certainly doesn’t do either of those things and I’m not aware of any OCR app that does do those.

White
So in a way it hasn’t broken new ground as far as that’s concerned, it’s the fact that for the things that you can read with this kind of thing it’s more convenient?

Macrae
Well it’s convenient, it’s portable, it’s cheap.

White
Ian Macrae.

Well let's end with some of your varied feedback to recent programmes. The changes to the provision of accessible newspapers is still upsetting some of you.  Roy Drever sent this complaint direct to the RNIB prompted by a number of technical glitches to the service, he’d copied us in. Here's part of it. 

Drever (Read)
I'm afraid I have to say this new system is vile.  It is taking four times longer to get through my newspaper reading.  I do not want to be tied to a computer, clicking through a pile of links in order to get at the text.  Did you not see that last Sunday’s Times had a dozen or more supplements?  I was screaming with frustration.  And you have the nerve to say you can’t offer a modicum of back issues on the dailies because of copyright or something – what a lot of old duff.  If so, how come the Talking Newspaper Association has been offering the last three back issues ever since its service went online?  Also if you take out a subscription to a newspaper, whether with your local newsagent or direct with the publisher, your back issues will be waiting on your doormat when you return from holiday or break.  I think it is reasonable to say that what we are paying you for is a subscription too.  I used to believe the RNIB was on our side and was worthy of our support and support of others too, now I know different.

White 
And finally, Sue Marshall, reacting to our discussion across the generations last week. Her recollections were triggered by the talk of people's instinct to over-protect. 

Marshall (Read)
I well remember the dreadful fights with my loving but over-protective mother every time I wanted to go out alone.  The horrible experience of mainstream school in the ‘50s and ‘60s, with the exception of making some fantastic friends who are still very close to this day.  And the wonderful freedom that came with blind school.  When we got to be 16 we lived in a hostel and as long as we said we wouldn’t be in for tea we could disappear until 10 at night and do exactly what we wanted.  That wouldn’t happen now, you’d have to be shadowed, mobility trained and then maybe let loose.  I’m glad however that I didn’t have to go there as a very young child.  I look forward to the next instalment of the discussion, relationships are always good for a chat.  When I left for blind school my mum instructed me not to fall for a blind person, so I did – four times on the trot.  Fortunately the first three weren’t interested but the last one turned out to be a great husband and dad to our two sighted boys.

White
Well I'm glad you enjoyed the programme, Sue, because they're back next week.  And as well as relationships, they'll be discussing the rise and rise of technology, social media, and getting around. Do join us for that.  If you have a query or comment about tonight’s programme, you can call our actionline 0800 044 044 for 24 hours after the programme.  You can e-mail intouch@bbc.co.uk and there's more information on our website, where you can also arrange for downloads of today's and subsequent programmes.  From me Peter White, producer Lee Kumutat and the team, goodbye. 

